Here, we research a novel cavity magnomechanical system, where the magnon mode with Kerr nonlinearity driven by a microwave field couples to a phonon mode with a magneostrictive nonlinear interaction (radiation pressure-like). Based on these nonlinear properties, we numerically demonstrate magnon chaos in the PT -symmetry and PT -symmetry broken regimes in the system. In the PT -symmetry broken phase, the magnonchaos driving threshold is lowered to a rather low levels benefited from the enhancement of the system nonlinearities. Moreover, by expenediently manipulating the phase transition between PT -symmetry and PT -symmetry broken regimes, we can switch the system between into and out of chaotic regimes. Our work may broaden the cavity magnomehcnaics and provide a promising application for magnetic chaos-related security communications.
Introduction
Very recently, the collective excitation of magnetized magnon in magnetic materials has received considerably experimental [1] - [8] interests which reveal the unique and attractive properties of magnon, i.e., the arbitrarily tuned frequency via manipulating the basis magnetic field [1] , [2] , [9] and the magnetostrictive force [10] . This allows magnon to couple with microwave cavity and other systems to form highly tunable hybrid systems for information processing. One magnetic material that is often used in experiments is the magnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet [9] (YIG, Y 3 F e 5 O 12 ), which has excellent material properties. It not only has rich nonlinearities but also has very low dissipation when coupling with different systems, such as: qubit, acoustic phonon, and microwave photon. Thanks to the nonlinearity, cavity magnonical [11] and cavity magnomehcnaical [12] , [13] systems (CMMSs) are established to research many interesting quantum and classical nonlinearity phenomena, such as interacting between magnons and microwave photons in the quantum limit [14] , generating magnon-photon-phonon entanglement [15] , observing magnon-polariton bistability [11] and generating magnon induced high-order sideband [16] . Similar to the optomechanical system [17] - [25] , in the CMMS one strong driving is needed acting on the YIG sphere to simulate a weak (radiation pressurelike) magneostrictive interaction between magnon and phonon modes. Further, the backaction-induced mechanical gain conquers the loss. Keeping increasing the driving power, the chaos motion appears in magnon and phonon modes. Here the magneostrictive interaction in the CMMS is far below the optomechanical coupling, so the driving power and chaotic threshold are larger than that in optomechanical system. To improve the operability of realizing magnon chaos in communication, we should decrease the driving threshold to access the chaotic regime.
In recent years, the notion of parity-time (PT ) symmetry has been introduced into the field of optics [26] - [30] from quantum mechanics. Based on PT -symmetric optical systems, extensive distinctive optical phenomena have been uncovered due to the unique physical mechanism, which are unreachable in the conventional optical systems. It works as the phase transition from the PT -symmetry phase (PT SP) (real eigenvalue spectrum) to spontaneously PT -symmetry broken phase (PT BP) (complex eigenvalue spectrum) by just modulating one necessary parameter in the system. The phase transition mechanism has been applied in various optical systems, such as synthetic waveguides and microcavities; The corresponding representative phenomena includes experiment of optical non-reciprocity [31] , loss-induced transparency [32] , low-power optical diodes [31] , [33] , a single-mode laser [34] and PT -symmetry-breaking chaos [35] . In particular, experimentally researching on the exceptional point in cavity magnon-polaritons system [36] , [37] in recent has been presented. It means that the phase transition mechanics can be introduced into the hybrid magnetic systems to deepen the research of magnon features. However, the magnon chaos in the PT -symmetry regime remain largely unexplored.
In our work, we explore the PT -symmetric and PT -symmetry broken magnetic chaos in the PT -symmetric CMMS, in which the lossy magnon mode with Kerr nonlinearity driven by a microwave driving couples to a gain microwave cavity and a dissipative phonon mode, respectively. Here we manipulate the phase transition from PT symmetry to broken PT symmetry to mainly enhance the nonlinear magnon-phonon interaction (because the self-Kerr nonlinearity is relatively weak), this is in stark contrast to the normal chaos. In broken PT symmetry regime, the photon localized in the active cavity results in the energy accumulation of the magnon and phonon modes with time in the passive YIG sphere. This dynamical process is accompanied by enhancement of the magnetic nonlinearities. As a result, an ultralow-threshold magnetic chaos is triggered in the PT BP. Here the magnetic chaos with a prominent ultralow threshold is mainly benefited from the unconventional PTsymmetric system. This kind PT -symmetric structure may be applied in acoustic, electric and other fields helping to observe more valuable phenomena with the enhanced nonlinearities. Parameters in the system are reachable referred to the latest experiments.
The Model and Hamiltonian
We consider a PT -symmetric CMMS, in which a lossy Kittle-mode with Kerr nonlinearity in the YIG sphere (which is tuned at the resonant frequency ω c = 10.1 MHz with the cavity mode.) couples respectively to an active microwave cavity via magnetic dipole interaction and a dissipative phonon mode with magnetostrictive interaction, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The magnon resonates as excitation of collective spin in the YIG sphere (250-μ m-diameter, i.e., Ref [13] ) placed in the uniform bias magnetic field. The uniform magnetic field ensures the cavity-magnon coupling. Meanwhile, due to the excellent material and geometrical features of the YIG sphere, the varied magnetizations caused by the magnon excitation results in the spherical deformation of its geometric dimensioning, and generates mechanical vibration modes on the YIG sphere (vice versa) [13] . We make an assumption that the microwave length is much larger than the size of the YIG to safely ignore the radiation pressure [15] . In a frame rotating with frequency ω c , the system Hamiltonian, with rotating wave approximation, given aŝ the active cavity mode and the lossy magnon mode, respectively. The second term represents the magnon Kerr nonlinearity, for the geometric dimensioning of the YIG sphere in our sets, here K /2π 6.4 × 10 −9 Hz. The magnomechanical coupling strength g 0 is usually very small and can be enhanced by a microwave driving (not shown) acting on the YIG [13] , [15] . The photon-magnon coupling rate g am is in the strong regime [11] , because it is much larger than the dissipations κ a , κ m of the microwave cavity and the magnon modes, respectively. The magnetic frequency is tuned at will by the external bias magnetic H z and gyromagnetic ratio γ [13] . The last term describes the one and only monochrome driving (with
) applied on the magnon mode. The frequency detuning = ω d − ω c from driving field and the magnon mode is resonant with the mechanical mode, this can fully excite the mechanical mode and reduces the driving power.
For simplicity of later calculation, the average value of the operator is defined as: c = c r + i c i (c represents operator for any cavity or magnon mode in the system, c r and c i are real numbers). With gain and loss process, the nonlinear dynamics of CMMS can be expressed by a nonlinear differential
Where γ m is the loss rate of the phonon mode. From the second to the fourth row, the matrix elements including nonlinear terms, i.e., ±K the magnon intensity through the nonlinear interaction; on the contrary, the magnon mode is also affected by the deformation. In this case, at the expense of a strong driving power, the dynamic behaviors of magnon and phonon modes will enter the chaotic regime. Nevertheless, in the present work, the magnetic nonlinearities can be dramatically amplified and the chaotic threshold can be decreased more than three orders of magnitude.
For the sensitivity of chaos to the initial conditions, we explore the perturbation ε = (ε q , ε p , ε m r , ε m i , ε a r , ε a i ) around the fixed point u to illustrate the magnetic chaos properties in CMMS. Linearizing above nonlinear differential equation (˙ u), we get the linear differential equation˙ ε = L ε.
Combining the linear and nonlinear differential equations together, we can numerically calculate the Lyapunov exponent to quantificationally explore the dynamical behaviors of the system. = 0.4κ m (equilibrium point, i.e., EP), the spectrum is separated from each other with two branchings at the peak. This is resulted from the different real parts of supermodes eigenfrequencies,i.e., ± g 2 am − ( κ a +κ m 4 ) 2 , after diagonalizing the cavity and magnon parts (without the Kerr nonlinearity term), whose detuning determines the width of the branchings. When g am trends to the equilibrium point 0.4κ m , the width becomes smaller and goes to zero. Meanwhile, the eigenfrequencies of the supermodes become a double degenerate frequency. In subgraph (b) g am < 0.4κ m , the system falls into PT BP, the spectrum becomes continuous indicating the emergence of the chaotic behavior of the magnon mode. Simultaneously, the magnon intensities go through a periodic to chaotic behaviors from (a) to (b). Here the driving field P d = 0.2 mW is smaller at least two order of magnitude than the chaotic threshold in the conventional CMMS. It is benefited from the localization-enhanced magnetic nonlinearity when the parameter g am transits from PT SP to PT BP.
The Magnon-Chaos Driving Thresholds in P T SP and P T BP
Keep the driving strength 0.2 mW, we explore the influence of PT -symmetric breaking on the chaos by Lyapunov exponent. Lyapunov exponent is defined as the logarithmic slope of intensity of the perturbation ε I m = |m + ε m | 2 − |m| 2 as shown in Fig. 2(c) . When g am /κ m < 0.4, the system enters into the PT BP and the Lyapunov exponents are positive meaning the system goes into the chaotic regime. In the phase space, the corresponding (the purple mechanical) trajectory expands outward. On the contrary, in PT SP, the Lyapunov exponents are negative and the trajectory (blue) shrinks inward. In Fig. 2(d) , the Lyapunov exponent increasing with enhancement of the driving strength in PT BP with g am /κ m = 0.2 is clearly distinguished from that in PT SP with g am /κ m = 0.8. The reduction of parameter g am /κ m is accompanied by the enhancement of the degree of PTsymmetric breaking, i.e., the magnetic-localization-induced nonlinear enhancement. In this system, the nonlinear effect is determined by the magnetostrictive and self-Kerr nonlinearities together; the magnetostrictive interaction can be modulated by the external microwave field and the self-Kerr nonlinearity is determined by the diameter of the subsystem YIG sphere. This will increase the tunability in experiment to obtain the controllable system parameters. As shown in Fig. 2 , when other parameters are constant, the chaos can be switched off and on and an ultra-low magnetic chaos threshold can be got just by modulating the system in PT SP and PT BP.
The Dynamic of the CMMS
In order to analysis the mechanism of ultra-low chaotic threshold, we go into the evolutionary progresses of the intensity of magnon and cavity modes and the mechanical displacement (deformation size of the YIG sphere) over time in PT SP and PT BP.
In PT SP, when the system is driven by a weak driving field P d = 40 nW, the intensities I m , I a and the mechanical displacement q almost experience synchronous periodic oscillations in Fig. 3(a)-(b) . This is because the magnetic loss is stronger than the magnetic tunneling in the weak driving regime, resulting in no cavity-localization. Fig. 3(c)-(d) show the case i.e., increasing the driving power to 1.8 mW on magnon mode. The inset magnifies the behavior during the first five seconds, I a of the gain-cavity mode oscillates periodically with rapid intensification, then exceeds I m . Coming after that, it increases steeply with oscillation caused by the cavity-magnon interaction. With strong driving, the magnon mode is excited and periodically enhanced, which ultimately leads to the chaotic behavior of I m featuring the non-periodic oscillation. In harmony with I m , the mechanical displacement q becomes chaotic after the enhanced periodic oscillation. In PT SP, strong driving is needed to generate strong enough magnetic nonlinearity for accessing chaotic regime of the system. Note that the driving threshold of the magnetic chaos will be much stronger in a conventional CMMS with a dissipative cavity mode.
However, in PT BP, to access the chaotic regime, strong driving is completely not needed replaced by adjusting the parameter g am representing the degree of PT -symmetric breaking. In Fig. 4 we lock the weak driving strength 40 nW and the parameter g am /κ m = 0.2. It demonstrates that the Fig. 3 . Evolution of (a) magnon intensity (lossy mode) and the cavity intensity (gain mode) and (b) the mechanical displacement with driving field P d = 40 nW in the PT SP. In (c)-(d) the difference from above is the driving strength P d = 1.8 mW, the inset clearly shows the evolution during the first five seconds. The system parameters are the same as that in Fig. 2 except for g am /κ m = 0.8. Fig. 4 . Evolution of (a) magnon intensity (lossy mode) and the cavity intensity (gain mode) and (b) the mechanical displacement in the PT BP. The evolutionary processes before accessing the chaotic regime are amplified in the illustrations. The system parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 field-localization emerges via the exponential enhancement of the cavity energy I a (the blue curve). This results in an unidirectional energy transmission from cavity field to magnon mode, i.e., amounts of magnon is excited, whose intensity I m is pulled into exponential accumulation from periodical behavior. Large localized magnon in the YIG sphere induces enhanced magnetic nonlinearity, due to the magnomechnaical interaction, the chaotic behaviors appear both on the magnon and mechanical modes.
The above results illustrate that the PT -symmetric breaking can prepare localization-enhanced magnetic nonlinearity and pull the system into chaotic regime with a ultra-low driving threshold. By modulating the transition direction between PT SP and PT BP, the chaos can be switched on and off. This highly adjustable PT -symmetric CMMS may provide a promising platform to implement secure communication.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we mainly research the nonlinear magnetic dynamics in a PT -symmetric CMMS consisting of a gain microwave cavity and a lossy magnomechanical subsystem (YIG sphere). Through adjusting the PT phase decided by the cavity-magnon interaction-to-loss rate, we generate the magnon chaos featuring an ultra-low driving threshold. This feature is resulted from the localization-enhanced-nonlinear in the PT BP. In our system, the nonlinear property is modulated by the magnetostrictive interaction and self-Kerr nonlinearity, this increases the tunability of the system. Moreover, the chaos can be switched off and on by modulating the phase transition between PT SP and PT BP. Our work broadens the research scope of magnon and establish a versatile platform for information processing between photon, magnon and phonon. With currently experimental technology, our approach will be validated by experiments soon.
